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Abstract (en)
Torque in a like direction to a speed governor sheave is applied to a rotating body by a torque transmitting apparatus when the speed governor
sheave is rotated. An overspeed detecting switch that is displaced together with a switch mounting member is displaceable between a first setting
position to be operated by an activating segment when the car speed is at a first overspeed, and a second setting position to be operated by
the activating segment when the car speed is at a second overspeed that is higher than the first overspeed. A ratchet is displaceable in an axial
direction of a main shaft between an engageable position at which engage with an engaging pawl is possible, and an unengageable position at
which engagement with the engaging pawl is avoided. The switch mounting member and the rotating body are operated interdependently by a first
interlocking apparatus, and the ratchet and the rotating body are operated interdependently by a second interlocking apparatus. The overspeed
detecting switch is thereby displaced between the first setting position and the second setting position in response to the direction of rotation of the
rotating body, and the ratchet is displaced between the engageable position and the unengageable position in response to the direction of rotation of
the rotating body.
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